Help Mercy find some sugar cookies. Draw a route from the Watsons’ house to Eugenia and Baby Lincoln’s house.
A Reproducible Activity

What Happened Next?

Can you remember everything that happened in Mercy Watson to the Rescue?
Summarize the story by putting the following six sentences into proper order.

_____ Baby Lincoln thinks a monster is at her window.
_____ Mercy crawls into bed with the Watsons.
_____ The fire department saves the Watsons.
_____ Everyone has breakfast.
_____ Eugenia Lincoln calls the fire department.

A Reproducible Activity

Mercy’s Seat Belt Crusade

Mercy flew out of the car because she was not wearing a seat belt. Create a seat belt wearing campaign and use Mercy as the mascot. Draw your campaign poster here.
A Reproducible Activity

What Happened Next?

Can you remember everything that happened in Mercy Watson Goes for a Ride? Summarize the story by putting the following five sentences into proper order.

_____ Baby Lincoln thinks a little folly wouldn’t be a bad thing.

_____ Mercy leaps on to Mr. Watson’s lap.

_____ A pink convertible speeds past Officer Tomilello.

_____ Everyone has toast.

_____ Baby Lincoln applies the brake pedal.